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Six Programs
Air University
In Broadcasts
Campus Radio Offerings
Cover Wide Range
Of Activities

Ty Robinson, business manager
of the Sentinel, is also listed on
Grizzlies* traveling squad — see
“Grizzlies Encounter,*’ page 3.

Smoker

Cadet Colonel Sjaholm gives
pipe orders—see “Cadet Colonel,”
page 4.

Publicizer

The university is now on the air
with six regular programs cover
ing various fields ot entertainment
j and education, according to James
' N. Holm, instructor in speech,
.whose office is clearing house for
the “School of the Air,” “A Wom
an’s Viewpoint,” “Your Univer
sity" and “Pan-America,” the four
new programs.
First of the present radio pro
grams are Dr. Louise 'G. Amoldson’s Sunday afternoon talks in
French and English,' and, this year,
the Masquer Monday night radio
plays.
“Now,” says Holm, “we are try
ing to develop a comprehensive
series of university-produced radio
offerings through KGVO. We hope
to add another program, consisting
of courses in mental hygiene,
through the psychology depart
ment—the study of fears, repres
sions, memory and the art of re
laxing. It is an embryonic attempt
to co-ordinate university activities
with the people through radio.”
Used by Schools
According to Marguerite V.
Hood, instructor in music, who has
been teaching the university radio
classes, the Montana “School of
the Air” broadcasts “are used by
all the grades in a large number of
one- and two-room schools in this
section of Montana, in many small
town schools, and by the inter
mediate and upper grades in some
of the Missoula schools and in the
Poison schools."
The “School of the Air” is di
vided into three parts. From 2 to
2:30 o’clock, Tuesday, music is
broadcast; from 2 to 2:15 o’clock,
Thursday, a series of stories and
poems for children conducted by
Merlie Cooney Hughes, university
graduate in library science, is
given. Mrs. Hughes has worked in
New York, Missoula and Boise,
Idaho, libraries. Varied broadcasts
deal with biography, history,
health, etiquette and science from
2:15 to 2:30 o’clock on each Thurs
day.
“Pan-America,” on the air
Thursday evening from 8 to 8:15
o’clock, is a series of 15-minute
discussions on the problems and
interests of the American nations
presented by Dr. B. E. Thomas,
chairman of the department of
modern languages.
COLLECTION OF STAMPS
TO BE SOLD AT AUCTION
Another block of the Heidell
stamp collection will be auctioned
in the Missoula Gas and Coke com
pany clubroom at 7:30 o’clock to
morrow night. The auction is
sponsored by the Missoula Stamp
club.
The block to be sold is composed
entirely of foreign stamps. Any
one intrested is requested to at
tend.
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Song Contest Maverick Presidents
Women Shoot Frontier Writers
Gain Recognition
F irst L eague
Is Continued
Resign Posts; Dw ight
Six Poems Rate Two-Page Spread
Match Tonight
In Fiction Parade
Friday Night

Simmons Speaks
To Newman Club
Sunday Morning
President Approves of Proposal
For the Foundation Building
And Offers Help

University Team to Fire
Against Fort Gunners
On ROTC Range

President George Finlay Sim
mons spoke to Newman club mem
bers at a meeting of the club Sun
day morning in St. Anthony’s
church. He talked of the proposed
Newman Foundation.
President Simmons said that he
heartily approved the plan for a
Foundation building and would
assist in any way he could to
further the work of the Founda
tion.
A resolution was passed by the
club authorizing the trustees that
were appointed last fall quarter
to take active control of the Foun
dation.
Monsignor Victor Day, Newman
club advisor in St. Anthony’s par
ish, gave five books to the New
man club library. Three of these
b o o k s are his translations of
French catechisms and the other
two are books on Catholic philoso
phy.
C l i f f o r d Carmody, Kalispell,
treasurer of the club, gave the
financial report and urged all
members to pay their winter quar
ter dues immediately. Bob Van
Haur, president, said that the
study clubs for this quarter will
meet soon and invited all those
who are interested to come to the
meetings.

University women’s rifle team
will fire against Fort Missoula to
night on the ROTC range in the
opening match of the Garden City
Rifle association’s schedule.
The women, according to Major
R. M. Caulkins, director of the
team, are meeting a tough outfit
in their first match. The Fort Mis
soula team consists of the best men
of the three company teams that
were entered in the league from
the Fort last year.
The match will be fired with no
handicaps on the men. Women’s
matches differ from men’s only in
the positions for firing. Men's
matches are fired from prone, sit
ting and standing positions, while
matches in which women enter are
fired from prone, sitting and kneel
ing positions.
Principals for tonight’s match
are Dorothy Markus, Whitefish,
team captain; Peggy Shannon,
Missoula; Carlobelle Button, Mis
soula; Audrey Darrow, Missoula;
M ary Jardine, Missoula; Melba
Mitchell, Roundup; Jean Akin,
Missoula; Mary Fickes, Missoula,
and Jurine Wermager, Whitefish.
Alternates are Sybil Matthews,
Hamilton; Eleanor Turli, Brock
way; Jessie Hogan, Missoula, and
Nora Clifton, Spokane, Washing
ton.
Other matches scheduled in the
Garden City league this week are:
January 19, university freshmen
versus Forest Service; January 20,
university men versus Garden
City, and January 21, Officers Re
serve Corps versus university for
Tri Delta, Phi Delta Theta estry.
This is the first year that a uni
Medleys Place First
versity freshman team' has been
At Convocation
entered in the league. The all
freshman team, according to Major
Delta Delta Delta trio triumphed George B. Norris, is shaping up re
over Delta Gamma quartet in markably well, considering their
first in the Intersorority song con inexperience.
test at 4 o’clock convocation Fri
day. In the Interfratemity con
test only the Phi Delta Theta trio
was represented. Sigma Kappa
and Alpha Tau Omega defaulted.
Hec Edmundson, coach of the
University of Washington basket
Dick Brome, Butte, is in com
ball team, was interviewed by
Peter Murphy, president of ASM- plete ^charge of publicity for the
SU. Edmundson picked the Uni all-school competitive m u s i c a l
versity of Oregon to win the coast show February 24,. it was an
conference basketball title. He nounced today.
Brome, a senior in journalism,
favors elimination of the center
jump if the rule can be standard was editor of the Sentinel and as
sociate editor of the Kaimin last
ized throughout the country.
Jiggs Dahlberg, Grizzly coach, year. He has been president of
also favors the center jump elimi Press club and Sigma Delta Chi
nation. “The new rule allows and is a member of Alpha Tau
teams to use more players, and Omega.
more players mean better morale,”
he said.
The Grizzly band, under direc
tion of Clarence Bell, presented
the leader’s arrangement of “Fight
Montana,” official university song.
Walt Millar, Butte, and Walt
Halvorson, new yell kings, led
students in a short pep session.

Sorority Trio
W ins E arly
Eliminations

Brome Manages
Show Publicity,

Debate Team
Is Contributor
To Collection

Holm Will Include Winner
Montana Masquers to Bring
In-Regular Schedule
“Carnival in Flanders” Here
' For Speakers
Dick Kennedy Brome is given
publicity post in show — see
“Brome Manages,” page 1.
*

*

•

*

French Picture Will Be Shown as First in Series
Of Best Foreign Productions' Brought
To Missoula bv Dramatists

First
A serious situation for inhabitants of little Seventeenth
century Boom in Flanders, but high comedy for a Twentieth
century audience furnishes the plot for “Carnival in Flanders,”
popular French picture, subtitled in English for American
showings.
<&------- -----------------------------------I from one of Spanish King Philip’s
“Carnival in Flanders” will come
Ibattalions bursts into the hall with
to Missoula’s Roxy theater Janu-j
the news that the soldiers propose
ary 21, first of a series of the best
to march into the village and spend
foreign cinema productions which
the night.
•
the Montana Masquers plan to
Stricken with the thought of posshow here.

jf 616™agei ** city'a^ers are'

The picture begins on the 17th
in a dither. Burgomaster De Witte
of September, 1616, at 10 o'clock
rises to the occasion by proposing
in the morning and ends on the
to die for his city. That is, he will
18th of September at dawn. In the
lie on his bier while the town
midst of feverish preparations for
mourns, hoping that the Spaniards
Boom's annual carnival, while the
will
pass by out of respect.
Versatile Bill Lazetich breaks burgomaster and his aldermen are
But the city mothers have dlflee for first points in Saturday’s posing for their portrait w h ich ,.___
_ ..
.
^
i
...
„„„„„ T,,,.
___ u.i v l
ferent ideas. Led by Cornelia, the
fatal ga m e—see “High-Scoring young
Julien Breughel has been .
. ,
.
!'
__ . . . .
, burgomaster's resourceful w i f e ,
Huskies,” page 3.
commissioned to paint, a courier!
(ConUnuel
PluI. Fonr)

Montana debaters will soon win
national recognition, according to
James M. Holm, instructor in
speech. Professor E. R. Nichols,
editor of the Yearbook of Intercol
legiate Debates, has written Holm,
asking for a record of a Montana
debate for the 1938 series.
The contest Holm hopes to have
recorded in the annals of American
intercollegiate debate would be
with the University of British Co
lumbia at Vancouver on the ques
tion, Resolved, that the govern
ments of the United States and
Great Britain, acting together,
should declare and enforce an im
mediate boycott on Japanese goods.
Members of Holm’s argumenta
tion class, those on the debate team
and picked members of both
groups are discussing the question
now in preparation for the pro
posed contest with the Canadians.
“As far as I know," said Holm,
“the yearbook is one of the only
two annuals on the subject pub
lished in the United States. This
(Continued on Page Poor)

Twice in the last two months
Fiction Parade recognized' ability
of Frontier and Midland writers
In its December issue the fic
tion collection monthly reprinted
as a Laurel Wreath feature, sijc
poems from Editor H. G. Merriam’s quarterly, giving the ma
terial a double-page spread. Else
where in the holiday issue were
three other Frontier and Midland
poems.
Then in the January issue
Fiction Parade’s editor, Francis
Rufus Bellamy, hailed a short
story, “Gods of Darkness,” from
the spring, 1937, issue of Frontier
as “one story . . . in this issue you
will remember after most of the
literature of the day has disap
peared. It is a simple story of
what war can mean to the indi
vidual soldier, the d e s t r o y e d
soldier — the man who does the
fighting and has but one life to
lose for his country. We are proud
to print it.”
Henry Hanson of the New York
World-Telegram also s e l e c t e d
“Gods of Darkness” for the 1937
0. Henry Memorial collection of
short stories.

Mortar Board
To Set Theme
Of Convention
Resort W i l l Be Scene
Of National Meeting
For Honorary
Montana’s chapter of Mortar
board heads a comittee which will
decide the opening-day theme of
the organization’s twentieth na
tional convention, says Clara Mae
Lynch, Billings, chapter president.
W y o hi i n g and Montana State
chapters are members of the com
mittee.
The convention will be from
June 27 to July 1 at Troutdale-inthe-Pines, a summer resort near
Denver.
Local Mortar board will select
a convention delegate from women
to be elected to the honorary next
spring. More than a hundred dele
gates, representing 65 chapters,
are expected to attend, according,
to Mrs. Esther Bowman Roth, re
gional director of the national or
ganization.
“Although the first-day theme
and luncheon decorations have not
been definitely decided, they prob
ably will feature a wild-west idea
as this will be the first convention
put on in a western state," said
Nan Shoemaker, Missoula, Mortar
board editor.

Canadian School
Employs Coleman
Hailed by the University of Al
berta Gateway, student publica
tion, as “the first International
scholar to apear from across the
border,” Associate Professor of
English Rufas A. Coleman will
teach a course in advanced Eng
lish writing at the Canadian uni
versity’s 1938 summer session.
“This class, limited to 15,” says
the Gateway, “will direct its at
tention toward writing on the
t h e m e , ‘Winning the West’, a
thoroughly western topic. Such a
step, it is hoped, will be but the
beginning of more exchange pro
fessorships with n e i g h b o r i n g
American institutions.”
“Instituting a new practice,'
says the Edmonton Bulletin. “Dean
Alexander has made arrangements
with Professor Rufus Coleman of
Montana State university to come
to Alberta. This is the first time
exchange of professorships with
American institutions has been
undertaken.”
GROUP MAY DISCONTINUE
Freshman Reading group will
meet tomorrow night in Miss Mirrielees’ apartment. Members will
vote as to whether or not the group
will continue. Boyd Cochrell is in
charge of the program.

Millegan Heads G ub
Quartet Eliminations Will
Occupy Halftime
James Browning, Leroy Purvis Relinquish Leadership
Of Games
Of Independent Organization Last Night;
Vice-President Is Successor
Kappa Kappa Gamma and Phi
Sigma Kappa quartets won the
elimination song contests at the
Washington - Montana basketball
games Friday and Saturday nights.
Competing against Phi Sigma
Kappa was Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and against Kappa Kappa Gamma
was Alpha Phi. Members of Kap
pa Kappa Gamma quartet are
Elaine Baskett, Butte; Jean Weisman, Spokane, Washington; Mae
Olson, Billings, and Margaret
Hayes, Missoula. Members of Al
pha Phi quartet are Jane Clow,
Missoula; Nina Webber, Berkeley,
California; Marian Young, Helena,
and Florence Kleiv, Great Falls.
Members of Phi Sigma Kappa's
quartet are Sam Smith, Billings;
August Zadra, Missoula; Gene
Phelan, Chinook, and Sam Marra,
Havre. The Sigma Alpha Epsilon
trio is composed of Don Bradley,
Terry; Don Pay, Wilsall, and James
Reynolds, Billings.
The next elemination contests
will be at the Oregon-Montana
basketball games January 31 and
February 1. Alpha Chi Omega,
Alpha Xi Delta, Kappa Delta and
Independent women will sing at
the first game and Theta Chi, Sig
ma Nu and Independent men will
sing at the game on Saturday night.
The final contest for both sorority
and fraternity singing will be at
the Oregon State-Montana basket
ball games February 10,11.

ROTC Honorary
Pledges Thirteen
Scabbard and Blade, national
military honorary, pledged 13 men
in the ROTC building last Friday
night. Selections are made from
advanced ROTC students who
show excellence in military sci
ence and tactics with above aver
age grades in other subjects.
T h o s e honored were Stanley
Shaw, Missoula; Raymond Wine,
Helena; Frederick Dugan, Billings;
Fred Higgins, Glendive; Francis
Clapp, Missoula; Robert DeMers,
M i s s o u l a ; George Alexander,
Whitehall; Tom Hazelrigg, Mis
soula; John Williamson, Peters
burg, Virginia; Sam Parker, Butte;
Jack Hay, Billings, and Peter
Murphy, Stevensville.
• NOTICE
Business Administration c l u b
meets at 7:30 Thursday in the large
meeting room. All members are
urged to attend.

Dwight Millegan, Whitefish, became president of Maverick
club, independent students’ organization, last night when
James Browning, Belt, and LeRoy Purvis, Great Falls, re
signed as co-presidents at an executive meeting of the club in
^Central board room. Millegan,
who had been vice-president, suc
ceeded to the presidency under
the provisions of the constitution.
Millegan filled the vacancy cre
ated when he assumed the presi
dency by appointing Browning
temporary chairman of the mem
Forty-eight Students Will Drill bership committee. An intensive
membership drive covering the
And Demonstrate Formations
next few weeks is planned by the
During Basketball Games
committee.
In a prepared statement Mille
Forty-eight women have been
gan said, “I will attempt to main
chosen as members in the newly
tain the policies of Browning and
formed women’s drum and drum
Purvis in Maverick club affairs. I
major corps. Elmer Barrett, Mis
feel that Browning will continue
soula, is the leader of the drum
to give valuable assistance to the
corps and Audrey Darrow, Mis
Mavericks as chairman of the
soula,. and Winnie Gordon, Fort
membership committee.”
Benton, are leaders of the drum
Browning’s Statement
major corps.

Women Chosen
For Membership
In Drum Corps

The corps will drill and give
demonstrations at the basketball
games. Uniforms for the drum
corps are white sweaters, leather
caps, maroon skirts and Scotch
boots; for the drum major corps,
maroon slacks with gold stripes,
leather caps and white sweaters.
Women in the corps are Virginia
Horton, Dorothy Donnelly, Leclerc
Page, Marjorie Hawke, Patricia
Geagan, Laura Murphy, Annetta
Grunert, Evelyn Pappas and Paul
ine Steele, Butte; Anne Forssen,
Dorothy Benzel, Hope Williamson,
Eileen Wysel, Shirley Timm, Peg
gy Shannon, Dorothy Schramm,
Dorothy Peterson, Mary Quinn;
Margaret Lentz, Marie Trekell,
Dorothy Parsons and Miriam Mil
ler, Missoula.
Edna Marie Kelly, Blanche Casto, Mary. LeClaire, Kathleen Raf
ferty, Anaconda; June Morgan,
Geraldine Hocking,-Verna Greene,
Glasgow; Lois McCollum, Joan
Kenhard, Betty Willcomb, Great
Falls; June Edwards, Malta; Ger
aldine Weber, Dutton; Rachel
Trask, Ruth Harrison, Deer Lodge;
Doris Lyons, Twodot; Lois Bauer,
Columbia Falls; Verna Young,
Fort Benton.
D o r o t h y Swanz, Harlowton;
Anna Belle Hartwig, Dillon; Mar
garet Overgaard, Westby; Carolyn
Sullivan, Livingston; Rhea and
Lura Fewkes, Troy; Mary Jane
Hotvedt, Saco; Dorothy Dyer,
Brady, and Jean Elliott, Clinton.

Interscholastic Committeemen
Change Date for Meet Events
University Mails Invitations to 202 State Entrants;
Schools Now Limited to Two Participants
For Each Athletic Event
Interscholastic events formerly scheduled for Wednesday
of trackmeet week will be moved to Thursday and Saturday
next May, according to Dr. J. P. Rowe, chairman of inter
scholastic committee. The action follows a request from a
■^committee of the Interscholastic
association, including Payne Ternpleton, W. C. Gallagher and George
Harris, to limit events to the lat
ter half of the week.
Independent law students have
The change affects Little Thea
arranged a pre-Barristers’ ball
dinner in the Blue room of the ter finals, which now will be on
Saturday, and declamatory contest
Cafe Montmartre January 22 for
finals, on Thursday. Track and
law students and their dates.
This will be the first dinner of field athletic events will take place
its kind to be staged by law school on Thursday and Friday, May 12
independents. Several guests in and 13. Golf and tennis finals may
vited by the Law School associa be forced over to Saturday morn
tion to Barristers’ ball will attend, ing.
Another new ruling limits each
including Associate Justic Ralph
L. Anderson of the Montana Su school to two athletes for each
sports
event, in place of the pre
preme court. Many state officials
have accepted invitations to the vious three. Squad maximum is
still ten.
ball.
The university has mailed invi
BROWN WANTS DEGREE
tations to 202 high schools, Dr.
Rowe said. New plans will give
Loris Marguerite Brown, Cas high school students better oppor
cade, has applied for. a degree in tunity to inspect facilities on the
medical technology to be granted campus Thursday and Friday
mornings.
at the end of spring quarter.

Independent Barristers
Arrange Ball Banquet

Browning, commenting on his
resignation, said, “I feel that the
new independent organization, the
Maverick club, is now definitely
‘on the way.’ I feel too that im
mediate steps should be taken to
assure adequate leadership for
next year; and, well, there are
other things on the campus that
ought to be done.” Purvis’ state
ment concurred with Browning’s.
A report was made on the mem
bership drive carried on thus far.
Millegan, vacating the post of
membership committee chairman,
said, “Sales have surpassed ex
pectations and indications are that
the winter quarter will be suc
cessful financially.” Browning,
t a k i n g over the chairmanship,
said, “The drive will be continued
until every independent on the
campus has a certificate of mem
bership in the club.”
Eunice Fleming, Eureka, chair
man of the social committee, said
that complete plans for the win
ter quarter informal party Friday
night will be in Friday’s issue of
the Kaimin.

Authors’ Club
Hears Speech
By President
University Teaching Load,
Means of Taxation
Are Discussed
M o n t a n a State university’s
teaching load, methods of taxation
for education in Montana, and sug
gestions for future financial im
provements were discussed by
President George Finlay Simmons
before Authors’ club last Satur
day. More than fifty members
dined in the Student Union build
ing and then adjourned to the Nat
ural Science building for the dis
cussion.
In his comparison of teaching
loads, Dr. Simmons said that 57
publicly supported universities av-.
erage one instructor for 12.1 stu
dents, while at Montana university
the ratio is one to 23.2. Fifty pri
vately owned universities average
one instructor to 6.78 students.
He said that a referendum passed
in 1931 gives the Montana legisla
ture power until 1940 to tax real
property valuation up to three
mills for support of institutions of
higher education. This tax is ca
pable of yielding $1,020,000 a year,
but the present two and one-half
mill levy brings only $769,000, the
difference due partly to defaults.
This money has been used not only
to pay off deficits incurred during
the depression, but to support the
six institutions of the greater uni
versity. Total enrollment of the
six units has doubled since 1921,
while the allotment has been
slightly reduced.
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WHOSE JOB IS IT?
Of special interest to all university and col
lege students should be the recently rejected
Ludlow amefldment to the constitution as
students of today will be among the first citi
zens affected by the measure if it becomes
law.
The amendment proposes that a mandate of
the people by a national referendum be re
quired before Congress can officially author
ize a declaration of war. Exceptions as pro
vided in the amendment would apply in case
a foreign power invaded the United States or
its territories or attacked any United States
ship. In such cases Congress could declare
war without the people’s vote.
Turned down by the house because of high
tension at present in international relations,
the amendment will undoubtedly come up
again—with a few modifications. First and
major change will probably extend excep
tions to include invasion of any country in the
Americas so as not to detract from the Mon
roe Doctrine’s power as the amendment does
in its present form.
Main argument for the measure has been
that the people are the ones who have to go
to war and therefore should decide upon dec
laration of war when that war is to be on
foreign soil. That argument sound? logical
enough. However, Congress is supposed to
represent the people and our form of govern
ment is referred to as most democratic in the
world.
If it becomes much more democratic, it will
be too sluggish and slow in making decisions.
Time required by Congress to pass a law or to
adopt a resolution is long enough now.
IMPRESSIONABLE MINDS
War talk seems to have made a great dent
in the minds of the masses during the last few
months.
Warped thinking is, in a large measure, re
sponsible for this attitude; it is the national
mind of the individual people of one country
who discriminate against the people, as a
whole, of another country. Americans get
along well with German, Italian or Japanese
neighbors; likewise Americans who go to
foreign countries are well received and well
treated. Delusions fostered by every nation
seem to be the underlying fallacy of this atti
tude. Mr. G. M. Stratton, author of “Inter
national Delusions,” lists these fallacies as
worthy of the attention of every person:
first, our nation, or any nation, is more in

love with peace than any other nation. Other
nations love violence more. It is popular
opinion to think that the nations of Europe
are quarrelsome while Europeans think of
the United States as a small strip along the
Atlantic coast which has, by plunder, reached
the Pacific coast
Second, our armament is for defense only
and will never be used for attack. Japan isn’t
militaristic in her own eyes—she is just “pro
tecting” herself.
Third, this .war our country is waging is a
righteous war. We cannot do otherwise. It
is truly unfortunate that people live by emo
tion rather than reason.
Fourth, we need for ourselves the things we
want from our neighbors.
Fifth, our nation has honorable motives for
this conduct you condemn. Didn’t Germany
war on France in 1870 to free Europe from
French militarism?
Sixth, by passing the L u c k and by expert
rationalization it’s safe to say that our neigh
bor is to blame for our mean treatment of
him.
Seventh, our nation, of course, rises to
greater heights than any nation in the world.
That is always taken for granted.
Any one of these would lead to false con
clusions, yet they are included among the tra
ditional thought and folklore of nations. The
widespread use of propaganda, instead of
staying the tradition, leads it forward in a
march on the impressionable mind.
The question arises—to what extent will
thinking people allow themselves to be car
ried by false impressions, use of bad propa
ganda, deluded thoughts? Employment of
these conclusions can cause only one thing—
the drift into a situation as existed twenty
years ago, but a situation avoidable only if
people learn to think logically, and, more im
portant, to think for themselves.
DICTATORLY UNIFORMITY
College endowment funds have increased
within the past few years but declining in
vestment returns and heavy estate taxes have
cut the income from these endowments. Edu
cational heads fear American education may
be forced to apply for government subsidy.
A danger is evident in letting the govern
ment handle the purse strings of the univer
sities and colleges. These fears of dictator
ship in education marked the year-end re
ports of two outstanding universities.
Dr. Isaiah Bowman, president of Johns
Hopkins, warned against possible federal
control of colleges “and ensuing deadly uni
formity of indoctrination to suit the govern
ment of the day.”
Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, president of
Columbia university, took issue with modern
habit of measuring the success in govern
ment by the same standard as that of indus
try—the degree of efficiency obtained. This
attempt to produce a well-oiled state in
democracy would result in a “type of despot
ism” which would stifle free education.
To prevent such a case—the duty of higher
education is to educate the public opinion to
the end that it will be more alert and openminded regarding social, economic, and po
litical liberty.

EXH UM ED
CLUB MEETINGS: QUILL CLUB
The early arrivals . . . the be
ginning of the discussion . . . the
interruption while finding chairs
for late arrivals . . . the resump
tion of the discussion right up to
the point where the group is nearly
split over the use of an iambic
pentameter . . . the breakup as
later arrivals drift in and have to
have the whole thing explained to
them after which interest flags . . .
the expressive reading of a choice
poem by a proud artiste . . . the
cautious (or occasionally caustic)
comments . . . the passionate de
fense by the artiste of his meter
__ the glad lightening up of artis
tic faces as the food is passed . . .
the first drifting-out of embryo
writers after the food has been
passed . . . the general drifting-out
when the commentators begin to
feel that their stock of comments
has been pretty well extracted . . .
Q U I L L CLUB TYPES: The
Cream of the Critics — this boy
thinks he’s big stuff in the way of
literary criticism and consequently
pretends that there is nothing go
ing on here worth criticizing. Even
if this were true he needn’t always
be first with the nastiest crack of
the afternoon. He writes verse
himself and considers this makes
him an authority on everyone else’s
efforts.
The Frightened Freshman—Once
a quarter this dormitory mouse
steels herself to such a pitch of
daring that she may actually re
mark, “I think that was a very
nice story.” At the first meeting
the club read and criticized her
anonymously-contributed descrip
tion of a fishing trip and the re
marks disheartened her so that she
hasn’t written anything since.
The Culture Hound—She comes
because she is sure that the liter
ary atmosphere will have a broad
ening effect on her (if she needed
to be any broader). Her analysis
of the various contributions make
the works of Mother Goose sound
extremely complicated.
The Stern Young Realist—If he
were given three wishes they’d be
to look like Hemingway, to write
like Hemingway and to be Hem
ingway. He’s just found out that he
can make a tremendous Impression
on himself by throwing in an awful
word now and then and making all
his situations as sordid as possible.
He looks at life with the jaundiced
eye of one who has seen a full 18
years of it pass by and is not
much impressed..
The Man Who Can Really Write
—He had something published last
year and now he’s off in. the Maine
woods or somewhere.
The Univeristy of Alberta Gate
way is hereby authorized to re
publish from this column anything
it likes. We certainly felt fine to
see NOTES FROM THE NEWS re
printed. Oh, yes, the name is
KAIMIN, in case you want to put
a credit line on your next quote.

S O C IE T Y
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Friday, January 21
Theta Chi Formal____ Gold room
Saturday, January 22
Barristers’ Ball_______Gold room
One fraternity dance and the
twenty-fourth annual Barristers’
ball make up the calendar for the
coming week-end. Many state of
ficials have been invited to attend
this ball, given by law students in
commemoration of the twentyfifth anniversary of the entrance
of the Montana School of Law into
the American Association of Law
Schools.
Jo Maury spent the week-end
visiting in Butte.
Blanche Casto went to Anacon
da for the week-end.
Mrs. Ruth Cushman was a Fri
day dinner guest at Corbin hall.
Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Schreiber,
Mr. and Mrs. William Belangie.
Tommy Ralston and L. Johnson
were Sunday dinner guests at Cor
bin hall.
Mrs. Kenneth Duff was a Thurs
day dinner guest at Corbin hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bischoff were
Monday dinner guests at Corbin
hall.
Week-end guests of Alpha Delta
Pi were Mrs. R. F. Scott, Spokane,
Washington; Mrs. O. H. Coats,
Arlee; Laura Bennett, Havre, and
Mary Speenslasp, Hamilton.
Ppt McKay of Great Falls was
a Thursday dinner guest of Alpha
Delta Pi.
Florine Mester of Butte was a
week-end guest of Alpha Xi Delta.
Mary Hessner of Bozeman was
a Friday dinner guest of Delta
Gamma.
Grace Parker of Butte was- a
week-end guest of Kappa Kappa
Gamma.
Karen Grande spent the week
end at her home in Lennen.
Sigma Kappa held formal initia
tion for Dorothy Campbell of
Butte.
■Geneive Hammer and Dorothy
McIntosh of Butte were week-end
guests of Sigma Kappa.
Delta Delta Delta held formal
pledging for Mary Gibson, Havre;
Peggy Kemp, Wolf Point, and Har
riet Coburn, Missoula.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Forsell o t
Butte were Sunday dinner guests
of Alpha Tau Omega.
Sidney Hall and Paul Dosen of
Butte were week-end guests of
Alpha Tau Omega.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Colby were
dinner guest of Sigma Alpha Ep
silon.
Don Emberson and Arnold Ol
son of Butte were Sunday dinner
guests of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Mike Kennedy of Butte was a
week-end guest of Plji Sigma
Kappa.
Lieutenant Robert Rickert of
San Diego was a weeK-end guest
of Sigma Chi.
Mr. R. F. Scott of Spokane,

I stayed and stayed and stayed.
Customer: Have you frog’s legs? How tempus figited (like me)
Waiter: No, sir, it’s corns that When suddenly the dock struck
make me walk this way.
three.
—Silver and Gold.
I thought, it’s now or never, so
I stepped in dose and let it go.
THE KISS
Her Viewpoint
His Viewpoint
He stayed so long I was afraid
How long I dallied, half-afraid;
He’d get cold feet so long he stayed.
I exercised my well-known charm;
He never even raised an arm.
He parked and parked and parked
Walford Electric Co.
and parked
244 N. HIGGINS AVE.
And was I s t a r t l e d when he
Phone 3566
sparked!

Exclusively Electrical

COMPLETE
BANKING SERVICE

The Western Montana
National Bank
Missoula, Montana

When Grandpa Goes
to Town He Does
It on

Invisible Soles
♦*

DEFINITIONS—
From the University of South
Dakota Volante
Script—the past tense of Gypsy
Rose Lee.
Too too divine—Andy’s father.
Pretzel—a doughnut gone crazy.
Albert Ross — a bird who fol
lowed the Ancient M arinel around.
Myth—unmarried woman.
Education—a series of mimeo
graphed sheets that you put into
a notebook.
BIG APPLE DEPARTMENT
It was about time the Big Apple
hit MSU. It’s already dying ont
in the centers of sophistication.
Rocking Roger Lundberg now
rates as the school’s First Gentle
man of the Track. He’s'as hard to
stop on the dance floor as—oh, yon
have heard that one before?
Flashiest of the Big Apple stories
concerns the night the gals at Cor
bin were going over some of the
intricate insanities that make the
Big Apple, and then—enter Mr^
Turner, trucking like a two-year
old.

Japan is carrying an unfavorable wished for. —America hates war.
trade balance of from 200 to 400 America hopes for peace. There
million Yen so that a boycott now fore America engages in the search
would cripple her. But to do this for peace." I too believe that it is
(Editor’s note: The Montana our cotton exports would have to time that we searched for peace
Kaimin opens this column to cam stop for thirty days. Does that rather than the maintaining of this
pus comment and is not respons seem like such a formidable reason passive idea of feeble protection
(Continue* on **•*• Four)
ible for fact, point of view, decision for allowing the slaughter to con
and structure of the communica tinue, and to perhaps lose our trade
tion. The Kaimin will show no for all times with both Japan and
partiality regarding publication of China? Incidentally, Great Britain
communications. However, t h e y has expressed her willingness to
At Moderate Prices
must have been written by either cooperate with us to any extent
members of the student body or that we wish to go.
members of the university faculty
I am convinced that such ex Keene Fountain Lunch
Across from High School
and signed by the author. Such pressions of public opinion as the
communications will be published boycott against the unwarranted
unedited In this column.)
aggression of the Japanese should
not be suppressed on this campus.
Keep yonr radio dial set on
Dear Don:
In view of the loss of trade and
I read with much interest and no commercial interests, the viola
l i t t l e resentment the editorial tions of treaties of which both we
termed “War Talk” in the January and Japan are signatories, and the
7th Kaimin. It. was a criticism of suppression of Facist tendencies;
Yonr friendly Colombia station
Missoula girls specifically and of public antagonism is only natural.
others generally who maintain the Even if we are not to become senti
policy that a boycott of Japanese mental over the loss of thousands
goods would be an effective pro of innocent Chinese women and
test against the present Japanese children, suppose that we look to
aggression in China. Such a move our own rights that have been
ment was supposed to have been neglected for many years. Far be
.S T U D E N T S 15c
discouraged on this campus by the it from me to say that the bombing
Except Sat and Sun. Nights
faculty members. Several of the of the Panay was purposive, but
arguments advanced to support the do believe that a boycott would be
Wednesday-Thursday!
claims were, in my estimation, not an adequate means of disapproval
GENE RAYMOND
followed through.
without danger to ourselves.
The first reason was that if we
ANN SOTHERN
“Collaboration with other na
were to boycott Japanese silk, she tions to make war impossible is
“There Goes My Girl”
in turn would boycott our cotton. the short “-cut to isolation”. That
— Plus —
Of-course, that is perfectly true; is one of the few lines with which
“Morals of Marcus”
if we don’t buy her goods, she can I agree, but doesn’t it sound out of
not purchase our wares. However, place with the rest of the editorial?
Saturday Midnight!
no mention was made of the fact The entire article deals with a pasthat Japan has her eyes on the sive non-resistance policy, and
“SWING H I G H North China cotton fields; and goes on in the following lines to
SWING LOW”
should she be successful, our cot say that we must cooperate and
ton will surely be of no value to that neutrality is impossible. What
her. Former Secretary of State better method then than to declare
Stimson expressed the fact that if a boycott with the cooperation of
Great Britain and this nation would Great Britain? The groundwork
enforce a boycott against Japanese has already been made by far
goods, the w ar would end in thirty sighted groups and individuals all
days. In addition to Stimson’s over the world. The A.F.L., C.I.O.,
former position in the cabinet, he American Student Union, and even
has served as our diplomatic agent the Independent Association of
in the Orient for many years. I Montana Merchants have all gone
am of the firm opinion that if such on the record as in favor of a boy
a man as he advocates a policy of cott policy. Such stores as Kress,
boycott, we are not in a position Woolworth, and the National Dol
to cast aside his wisdom. It so lar stores have'all ceased further
happens that Japan is peculiarly purchases from Japan. The World I. E. S. Type
dependent on outside aid for the Boycott Conference meets in Lon
success of any military endeavors: don in February with the slogan
in fact without the aid of Great “Save China-Save Peace.” There
Britain and ourselves, Japan can are 300 million members in this
$1.95 and up
not survive in peace times. She is organization alone.
without rubber, coal, iron, oil, cop
President Roosevelt expressed WESTERN MONTANA
per, and many of the other necessi
my opinions very well in the Fire
ELECTRIC CO.
ties of warfare. This nation and
side address which followed his
Great Britain supply sixty percent
Chicago attacks on Japan as well
of Japan’s imports and receive fifty
as the other Facist menaces in the
percent of her exports. Even now
world. He said, “In a world of
mutual suspicions, peace must be
Washington, was a Sunday dinner affirmatively reached for. It can
guest at North hall.
not be waited for. It cannot just be
Helen Linduska visited in Butte
during the week-end.
Laura Mattson spent the week
end at her home in Corvallis.
Helen Lewis spent the week-end
in Drummond.
Andrea Newsome went to Kel
logg, Idaho, for the week-end,
Helen Hyder spent the week-end
at her home in Phillipsburg.
Pauline Steele spent the week
end in Butte.

Communications

Wholesome Meals

126 0

CO M M U N ITY

PIN-UP
LAMPS

A TIP FOR
EVERY STUDEHT

Radio Repairing
Tubes Tested Free

NORTHWEST RADIO
128 E. Bdway.

Phone 3733

“She’s Got Everything”

PORTABLE

wife TOUCHCONTROL
SEE how simple a Royal is to use • #.
see what grand typing it does! (Thanks
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY! to perfect design and construction.)
You'll want to own a Royal Portable
Sally Eilers
Wm. Hall right away—and you can—the cost is
In
and
In
only a few cents a day.

“LADY
BEHAVE”

“SPY
RING”

LIBERTY
SODA is
NaHCO3
To our registered pharma
cists, soda is Sodium Bicar
bonate (NaHCO3) and not
an icei cream concoction.
Their job is to fill prescrip
tions and they are not called
away from it to serve at the
fountain. When you bring a
prescription here, you have
the assurance that it will re
ceive the undivided attention
of a competent pharmacist.

TUES.-WED.

“Man of the
People”
“Borrowing
Trouble”

THUR.-FRI.
‘Midsummer
Night’s Dream’

FR EE!

Handsome luggage-style carryLog case: alao Royal's Instant Typing Chart
which snows you, a t a dancer now to typo
properly. Exclusive—only Royal haa ftl

CONVENIENT TERMS

TYPEWRITER
SUPPLY

“CHUCK” GAUGHAN
‘Dangerously
Yours’
319 N. Higgins
Phone 2323

BETTER MEATS
Buy with confidence—ask for

WINTER MOTORING PRODUCTS
Youngren Shoe
Shop

Try» in your own hom o::;flnd
out how much it helps to own a

RIALTO ROYAL

WE DELIVER

pipeful* of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ox. tin of Prince Albert

—AND HIT NO. 2—
Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond

Skid Chains — Anti-Freeze

DaCo M E A TS

JOHN R. DAILY, Inc.

Hot Water Heaters at special prices this week.

115 W. Front S t—Phone 2181

STAN S M A R T S T EX A C O STATIO N

Branch — MODEL MARKET

Corner Sooth Higgins and Sixth

Phone 2835
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Sport Shorts

High-Scoring Huskies

All teams have a bad game in
their system. Let’s hope Mon.
tana's Grizzlies got it out in that
second game with Washington
Four grueling games .ahead, start
ing tonight with Oregon State in
Corvallis, and then Oregon in Eu
gene. Jiggs’ boys will need ail
Washington Wins 59-52 and 58-36 With Lockhart,
they’ve got to top the Oregon
Ziegenfuss, Voelker in Starring Roles;
clubs.
0—0
Ryan Tops Montana Squad
And yet—Montana made more
points in defeat than Idaho made
Montana received a stiff jolt last week-end, bowing twice to to beat WSC and the same number
Washington in high-scoring frays, 59 to 52 and 58 to 36. Griz as Oregon State made in beating
zlies dropped to a tie for second place with Washington State, Oregon—which all means Mon
while the Huskies moved up to share division leadership with tana is still going to win games,
o—o
Oregon.
CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Montana could not connect Sat
Handing the fighting Grizzlies
urday
night.
They weren’t hot
their first loss of the season, Hec
W. L. Fct. Friday night, they just played bet
Team—
Edmundson and his dribblers lived
__ » _ 3 1 .750 ter basketball. Lockhart (No. 17)
Oregon
up to all pre-battle expectations.
1 .750 was hot. He admits it and so does
The rangier boys from the coast Washington _____ 3
2 2 .500 Hec Edmundson. Anyone shoot
displayed more polish and smooth
3
3
.590 ing like that has to be hot. Voelker
ness in offensive drive. The Griz WSC
2 4 .333 and Werner had their night Satur
zlies were compelled to rely on
1 3 .250 day.
long shots, while Washington OSC
o—o
counted with deadly push shots.
Games
This
Week
“There won’t be many games on
In the first game, a blisteringMontana vs. OSC, Tuesday the coast with scores that high this
hot Husky tribe scored from all
over the floor to run up a lead of and Wednesday; Washington vs. year. It doesn’t happen often in
38 to 25 at intermission. Montana WSC, Tuesday and Wednesday; this league,” said Hec, talking
came back strong in the second Montana vs. Oregon, Thursday about Friday night’s battle,
half with Sophomores Gordon and Friday; Idaho vs. Washing
o—o
Shields and Barney Ryan paring ton, Friday and Saturday.
Look for J i g g s ’ sophomores,
the Husky lead. Time was short,
Shields and Sundquist, to be
Results Last Week
Washington led by six points, but
Washington 59, Montana 52; among the best men on the squad
Montana deliberately fouled in ef
before
the season is over. Sunny
Washington 58, Montana 36.
forts to get possession of the ball.
“found” himself Saturday night.
Oregon 38, OSC 32.
Saturday Night
Watch
him
from now on.
Oregon 32, OSC 36.
The encore struggle saw Mon
o—o
WSC 43, Idaho 42.
tana shoot enough to win a tourna
“Shields was the only man on
WSC 25, Idaho 35.
ment but the ball wouldn’t go in.
the floor who could not be guard
After an evenly fought first half,
ed," said Officials Mitchell and
Washington returned to outclass
Beary after the first game. Gun
■■the Grizzlies. The Huskies again
ner is coming along in fine style,
started like a whirlwind, their lead
o—o
never being threatened after the
Grizzly guards held Lockhart to
beginning of the second half. The
two field goals the second game,
score at halftime was 22 to 14,
but let Werner and Voelker go
Washington.
wild. Ziegenfuss didn’t do so bad
Montana scored 22 of 75 shots
either.
in the first game for an average of
o—o
29 per cent Washington connected
Seymour,
Phi
Delt,
Takes
This writer’s selection for the
on 24 of 71 shots for a 33 per cent
best
all-around
p l a y e r on the
average. Montana scored on 19 per
High Single Honors
Husky squad goes to Ziegy. Play
cent of their shots Saturday, while
With
231
Pins
ing all but the last four minutes
Washington had 34 per cent.
of the second struggle, Ziegy bat
Husky Forward Harry Lockhart
Beating Sigma Nu three in a ted down more than his share of
was high-point man of the doubleheader with 22 points. Montana’s row, Sigma Chi keglers retained potential points for the Grizzlies.
high scorer was Barney Ryan with the lead Saturday in Interfrater And, believe it or not, he wasn’t
16. Edmundson presented a well- nity League No. 1 with six wins even breathing heavy when he
rounded aggregation, each man and no losses. Phi Delta Theta came out of the game.
o—o
good on push shots and defense. kept second position with five wins
Captain Ross Werner thinks the
The hustling of Don Sundquist, and one loss. Sigma Alpha Epsi
lon
rollers
advanced
to
third
place
Grizzlies played too fast in the first
aggressiveness of Barney Ryan and
work of Gordon Shields was good with three straight wins over Sig game to put on much of a sprint
Sigma Nn the second. Near the end of the
for the newcomers. Bill Lazetich ma Phi 'Epsilon.
< I second he commented: “You can’t
and Jim Seyler were effective un dropped to fourth position.
Chink Seymour, Phi Delt, col I play that fast two nights in a row.”
der the . hoop. Dick Voelker and
o—o
Captain Werner were outstanding lected 231 pins in his second game
to take high single honors. Sey
Uncle Hec doesn’t like long
Huskies.
mour also got three-game honors
Capacity Crowds
Capacity crowds filled the gym with 607 pins, a new high for this
season.
both nights.
Sigma Chi rollers smashed the
Miller scored the first basket
~!£\er>lliint, Atyi. VVc;w
Friday night. Three push shots most pins with a total of 2,679 for
O tT O S llt X. P. DEPOT
three
games. Phi Delt maple men
answered, Lockhart doing the
work. Voelker, Dorsey and Ziegen took high game with 953 pins.
League No. 2 got under way at
fuss hung up a 12 to 3 lead before
Lazetich connected. Ziegenfuss Idle Hour alleys Saturday morn
scored three baskets, Lazetich ing, with SAE No. 2 taking the
Featuring —
pitched a one-hander and Ryan lead with three wins from Sigma
came through with three points. Nu No 2. Phi Delta Theta No. 2
VAN HUSEN
Lockhart started burning the net took two out of three games from
$2.00 Shirts Now
and built up a 10-point lead. Dorr Phi Sigma Kappa.
Interfratemity bowling officials
and Thomson scored as the bell
rang, Washington leading 38 to 27. are trying to get two more teams
Others
Miller opened scoring again. to enter No. 2 league.
Last Saturday’s scores;
Dorsey and Lockhart emphasized
League No. 1
the pusher to the Grizzlies’ woe.
Sigma Chi— 1st 2nd 3rd T’tl.
Rob and Jay Reese set up four
McClain____
190 182 i 189 561
points, then Miller hung a long try.
Washington converted four gift Holt _____ _ 194 208 177 579
tries. With the count 52 to 35 H a r ts e ll___ 148 141 142 431
against them, the Grizzlies came A nderegg__ 160 200 200 560
out of their lethargy. Mariana con M urphy____ 180 161 207 548
verted a gift try, Shields made a
T o ta ls ___ 872 892 915 2679
left-hander, then Tiger Joe split
the netting with two. Merrick and
Sigma Nu— 1st 2nd 3rd T tl.
Shields poured in two attempts. M iller______ 150
Williamson made a push shot good, Morris _____ 133
then Shields retaliated to bring the T hom ally __ 176
count 50 to 56. Fouls were called Ceserani ___ 173
on desperate Grizzlies, and Wash Johnston___ 188
ington made the rest of their free
throws to end the game.
T o ta ls ___ 820 846 755 2421
In the second game, almost five
minutes elapsed before Montana
Phi Delt— 1st 2nd 3rd T’tl.
made a field goal. Lazetich cut the G alles______ 179 153 215 547
ice with a one-handed effort. Voel A ndrew s___ 142 159 169 470
ker, Lockhart and Werner all
(Continned on Page Four)
Don’t let the girls fool you
poured in points. Miller, Shields
too much, just because of
and Ryan countered to bring the
score 18 to 14, Huskies out in
good looking jewelry.
front. Reese made some goals and
Washington led at the half 22 to
Styled to the Minute
14. Montana turned in a dismal
second half as Grizzlies missed I
The College Jewelry Shop
many field goals and passed poor
ly, being ineffective against a tight
defense.

Drop Grizzlies Twice

W ith Basket Barrage

Bowling Lead
Is Lengthened
By Sigma Chi

shots. When Reese, lanky center,
shot one from mid-court, Hec
stood up, put his hands on his hips
and stared holes through Reese.
Reese gave out a sickly grin . . .
Hec still stared.
o—o
Credit Hec Edmondson for this
one—Friday night Grizzlies scored
more points against his Huskies
than any team has done since Hec
came to Washington 18 years ago.
When Nibs Price was coaching
California, the Bears tallied 49
points against Washington in a
conference play-off. California
held the high tide record for pene
trating Edmundson’s defense un
til Montana scored 52.
o—o
No more varsity competition on
the home floor until January 31,
when Oregon visits the Grizzlies'
camp. Hec picks Oregon to win
the division.
o—o <
Luisetti and company (Stan
ford) lost' by one point to South
ern Cal. Who says it can’t be
done?
o—o
In reply to an Idaho Argonaut
editorial — Montana’s cracker-box
gym has a regulation size playing
floor . . . the officiating was so
much better this year than last
that there is no comparison . . .
Montana will run the Vandals’ legs
off in Moscow.
o—o
Receiplent of much comment
since the Big Apple contests Fri
day night, the best crack yet about
Rocking Roger Bandy Legs Lundberg comes from teammate Roily
Lundberg—“Humph, you can’t tell
whether he’s big appling or waltz
ing anyway.”
o—o
After the ineligible men were
cut from the squad, Coach John
Sullivan didn’t have much trouble
eliminating his frosh squad to 14.
NOTICE
Pan-Hellenic council meets in
the Eloise Knowles room at 9
o’clock Thursday, president Joyce
Roberts announced today.

Page Three

Sullivan Picks
Yearling Squad
Cut to 14 men, the freshman
basketball squad will go into in
tensive training this week for
games with independent teams.
Coach John Sullivan announced
the cuts Friday.
Arrangements will be completed
this week for the yearling squad
to meet Alberton AA team, unde
feated so far in independent league
competition. The game may be
played fflext Monday night on the
home floor.
Men picked are Don Allen,
Heath Bottomley, George Croonenberghs, Jack Dowling, Dean
Galles, Rae Greene, Biff Hall, Ray
Hugos, Ken Kizer, Dwight Miller,
Sam Roberts, Chuck Rogers, James
Rooley and Jack Whitney.
Ineligibles selected to practice
with the freshmen are Werner
Buck, Neil Johnson, Jack Olson,
Herb Searles, John Stewart and
Bob Peterson.

,

Rose Gitchell Invited
To Indoor Relay Meet
Jack Rose and Wayne Gitchell,
Montana’s cross-country aces, re
ceived invitations from .Hill Mili
tary academy this week to partipate in the third annual Glenn
Cunningham mile at Portland’s
indoor relay carnival in April.
Meet officials said they want
both men to attend. Ordinarily
only one miler from each school
receives an invitation.
The showing of the Montanans
at Portland earlier this year in
placing first and second in a cross
country meet brought the gpquest.
Pictures of both men will be
put in the relay carnival program.

Grizzlies Encounter Beavers
On Corvallis Court Tonight

Merrick, Jim Seyler, Frank Nu
gent, Ty Robinson and Gordon
Shields. The squad will return
Monday.
>
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

Montana Will Play at Eugene Friday and Saturday;
Average Height of Oregon State Roster
Is Six Feet Three Inches
First of the season’s conference basketball clashes on for
eign courts comes tonight for Montana when the Grizzlies
meet Oregon State at Corvallis. A two-game series is sched
uled, the teams playing again tomorrow night. Continuing
their six-day coast invasion, the^~
Grizzly clan moves up to Eugene start five lettermen against the
to tangle with Oregon, present co Grizzlies.
leaders of the division, next Fri
The Oregon-bound Montanans
day and Saturday. Both Oregon left at 3 o’clock yesterday after
aggregations are strong, a two- noon. Twelve players, Coach Jiggs
game split resulting from their Dahlberg, Manager Pete Murphy
meeting last week.
and Trainer Naseby Rhinehart are
making the trip.
Tall Team
Traveling players are Bill Laze
Coach Howard Hobson, former
Oregon player, has probably one tich, Charles Miller, Don Sund
of the tallest basketball teams in quist, Bob Thomson, Joe Mariana,
the country today. Human moor Barney Ryan, Paul Chumrau, Art
ing masts make up the roster that
averages 6 feet 3 inches in height.
Leading the giants is veteran 6 feet
8 inch Wintermute, who led his
team in conference scoring last
year with 133 points. Alternating
510 South Higgins
with Wintermute is Jewell, 6 feet
7 inches. Laddy Gale, sensational
A UNION SHOP
forward, is leading Oregon scoring.
Gale’s forward mate is Don Silver.
Both men tower above the 6-foot
mark.
Alternate forward is Hardy, 6 The Home of Fine Furniture
feet 4%-inch transfer. Sarpola, 6
JEN SEN
feet 3 inches, and Pavalunas are
sophomore guards.
FU R N IT U R E
Lettermen to Start
135 West Main
Coach Slats Gill of OSC will

OR Barber Shop

Tuxedos
$

2 2 5 0

This price gives every
man student the oppor
tunity to own his own
Tuxedo and save money.
Here’s how — you save
from $2.50 to $5.00 on
the Tuxedo cost by buy
ing from Barney’s. Then
also you save by owning
a Tux, as each dollar in
vested is returned in the
suit—not spent on a rent
ed Tux for one evening.
Another reason is the
pride and convenience of
owning your own Tux
edo.
$9950

^^
invested means
money saved—and many
years’ wear.

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

Quality Gleaning

Sander Johnson

And Prompt Delivery

Fashion Club Gleaners

George Janke

Frank Spon, Prop.

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

TRAIL BARBER SHOP
Corner Higgins and Broadway

Barney’s
Men's Clothing
1st Door North of Coffee Parlor

DRACSTEDTS
JANUARY SALE of

YOUSONOFAGUN

S H IR T S

and Dick Rowell d id -4 7 times

$1.55

1. "T H E TITLE OF THE SONG says Dick
Powell, “ certainly tells what I did in filming
my new Warner Bros, picture, ‘Hollywood
Hotel ’. Yet during all this work, Luckies never
once bothered my throat. This is also tru e . ..

79 cu.Sl .35

Boys

Beware

Of Such as This

2. "REHEARSING FOR ‘Your Hollywood
Parade’, my new radio program. Luckies are
th e g entlest c igarette on my th ro a t.”
(Because the “ Toasting” process takes out
certain irritants found in all tobacco.)

3. "TH A T AUCTIONEER on our program
reminds me that, among tobacco experts,
Luckies have a 2 to 1 lead over all other brands.
I think Luckies have a 2 to 1 lead also among
the actors and actresses here in Hollywood.”

WITH MEN

Campus Clothes

W HO KNOW

B& H Jewelry

PENNEY’S

TOBACCO

P LAYMOB — (US — PLAYMOR — 6»M — PLAYMOR — 6363 — PLA YMOB

I
WESTERN UNION WIRES
HUSKY HOOP CLASHES
First time in the history of Mon
tana State university, a Grizzly
basketball game was telegraphed
by Western Union wire to Spok
ane, Seattle and Portland from the
gym during the Montana-Washington series Friday and Saturday
nights. Western Union sent a spe
cial operator f r o m Spokane to
handle the key.

IN T E R FR A T ER N IT Y B A S K E T B A LL

BEST$ ?

COACHES: Score Books - Rule Books - Suits
PLAYERS: Shoes - Sox - Supporters - First Aids
Special prices to fraternities.

PLAYMOR spo°<SGSHOP
531 South Higgins

Phone 6363

— SKIIERS —
Anderson & Thompson Laminated Hickory
We mount bindings—metal edges—repairs.
PLAYMOB — MSS — PLAYMOB — MM — PLAYMOB — 6363 — PLAYMOB
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5. INDEPENDENT Buyers, Auctioneers and Warehouse
men. Sworn records show that, among these experts,
Lucky Strike has twice as many exclusive smokers as
have all other cigarettes put together. A good thing to
remember next tim e you buy cigarettes.

w

4. SOLD AMERICAN , th e auctioneer
chants, as the choice center-leaf tobacco goes
to Lucky Strike. Men who earn their living
from tobacco, know th a t Lucky Strike buys
the finest grades. These men are the . . .

THE
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On Road Trip

Bowling Lead
1Cadet Colonel
Is Lengthened
Marches On—,
Enlists Stooges! „v
(Continued from Pace Three)

Forest fires leave a blue-gray
135 __ ____ 135
O b e r-----___ 216 197 413 haze in the air. Too late in the
B a rk e r__
season
for forest fires, the partial
. 215 231 161 607
Seymour .
invisibility around the campus is
851 953 871 2675 not caused entirely by the fog.
Totals .
Have you noticed a honey-cured,
1st 2nd 3rd T U apple-dried, Kentucky-mellowish
ATO—
123 121 147 391 aroma in the air lately? If you
Kolsalds .
136 139 176 451 haven’t, you must have a cold.
M errill__
133 190 107 430
L ie n -----Or maybe it’s because some of
119 139 119 377 Bernie “Slapstick" Sjaholm’s men
DcFrance
170 185 168 523 aren’t on the job. Their job is
Gell ____
| smoking pipes. Breaking in pipes
681 774 717 2172 for Cadet Colonel Sjaholm is not
Totals ..
a minor detail—least not with him.
1st 2nd 3rd T U To him it is a major operation in
SAE—
155 175 187 517 volving more finesse and mathe
Higham .
W ood______ 211 188 155 554 matical calculations than an army
Flint .......... - 205 140 189 534 maneuver.
D a v is______ 155 212 158 525
Sjaholm has bought a set of
H artw ig......— 145 176 127 448 pipes—twelve pipes. He lends
these shining and probably ill871 891 816 2578 tasting briars out to his student
Totals
1st 2nd 3rd T’tl, friends for breaking in. He be
Sig Ep—
R obertson__ 198 116 160 474 lieves that after one year of help
Je n n in g s___ 149 113 124 386 from his congenial schoolmates,
his hods will produce that mellow
smoke, which develops the breath
K e lln e r____ 146 137
and aids digestion.
Miller ..... .... 145 155
"I need a clear, ringing voice
too,” said Sjaholm as he whipped
Totals .. .. 610 656
out an instrument that looked like
a cross between a .45 Colt and a
League No. 2
French phone and filled it with
SAE No. 2—1st 2nd
tobacco from two different cans.
Chisholm .... 127 138
“These pipes,” he explained,
__ 100
S c h u lte ____ 100
145 91 236 “must be smoked, dried, cleaned
Shotwell _....
or not cleaned strictly according
B rad ley ........ 118
to directions.” Only certain blends
133
Slusher ____
of tobacco may be used in one
W illiam s..... 171 199
pipe w h i l e in another pipe a
Warnecke ..._ 122 160
change of blend must be made
every 18 hours. But if he con
T o ta ls ___ 638 775
tinues getting help from his pipe
Sigma Nu No. 2—
smoking friends, these pipes will
1st 2nd
be broken in within a year. Then
MacDonald .. 93 206
he will have a set of pipes that
D um m y....... 130 130
will last a lifetime.
LaCasse ..... 121 107
But already one of his colleagues
D um m y___ 130 130
has deserted him. He was taken
Satterthwaite 132 167
ill the other day.
T o ta ls _

606 740

Phi Delt No. 2—
1st
159
Sanderson
122
Ahders - ....... 174
149
184

Totals .....
Phi Sig—
Stangland ...
M cCauley....
W allin .........
M acLaren__
Barer ...____

Communications
2nd
173
201
149
122
166 __ 350
114 114

788 811
1st
130
118
139
118
143

2nd
169
140
118
108
130

(Continued from Pure Two)

of what few rights that already
have not slipped beyond reach,
The time has been ripe ever since
the "Manchouko Incident” for
America to take the lead in the de
mand for international justice and
for the respect of peace which can
never be gained as long as we at
tempt to suppress such righteous
indignation h s that which is ex
pressed in our demands for a boy
cott.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM SCOTT, Jr.

Totals . _ 648 665

Masquers to Bring
French Production
(Continued from Page One)
they gather at the city gates and
prepare to welcome the invaders
with every possible courtesy. Not
only do they carry out this plan,
but they go on to entertain the
Spanish troops so royally with
banquet and song, that the gallant
commander marches out of the
town the next day after promising
to exempt the village from taxes
for a year.
The love affair of the burgo
master’s daughter and young
Breughel forms a secondary plot.
Siska, the daughter, has been
promised to the town butcher in
return of a cattle contract. But
the wily Cornelia manages that
situation also with an impromptu
marriage, performed while her un
easy husband lies in state.
Leading French actors take the
parts in “Carnival in Flanders” in
a way which has earned many a
commendation from New York
cinema critics as well as such hon
ors as the New York Film Critics
award, Grand Prix du Cinema
Francais and the gold medal of the
International Cinematograph Ex
position in Venice.
Close co-operation would be ex
pected between the acting and the
brilliant direction of Jacques Feyder, as Francoise Rosay, leading
lady, is in private life Madame
Feyder.

Postponed Club Meeting
To Take Place Tonight
International Relations c l u b
meeting, postponed last week, will
be at 7:30 o’clock tonight in the
journalism auditorium. Permanent
officers will be elected.
The same program, “What’s It
All About,” scheduled for the last
meeting, will be given. The mem
bership plans for the winter quar
ter will be discussed and anyone
interested in foreign or domestic
affairs and their effect on America
is invited to attend.

To the Students of MSU:
The whole history of FraternityIndependent relations at Montana
State University has been one of
distrust, lack of cooperation, and
even open conflict.
That such a condition is detri
mental to the members of both
groups and to the school as a whole
is. obvious.
I feel safe in saying on behalf of
th e , Executive Committee of the
Maverick Club that it is hope and
intention that a new spirit of co
operative effort directed toward
the satisfaction of vital student
needs shall be the rule of the fu
ture.
Conflicts between two student
g r o u p s whose interests are as
similar as are those of the Fraterni
ties and the Maverick club can be
profitable to neither—
Sincerely,
JAMES BROWNING,
Co-President of Maverick Club.
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Scoop! Lawyers
Interview Garbo

of the Social Work club in the
TEAM IS CONTRIBUTOR
TO DEBATE YEARBOOK Eloise Knowles room tomorrow
(Continued from Page One)

will be the first time that Montana
has had a place in it.”
Holm also plans to take his team
on a tour which would include the
debate tournament at Linfield col
lege in Oregon and a radio discus
sion, broadcast from Great Falls,
with North Montana.
This latter debate would be on
the high school subject, the uni
cameral legislature, the third sub
ject to be considered by the Mon
tana speakers this year.
“I think it’s a good idea to do
more than one,” says Holm.

Not man bites dog, but lawyer
turns journalist and interviews
Garbo, the campus hound. Found
yesterday afternoon on the editor’s
desk, this interview would Indicate
that the derby-draggers are con
siderably closer to the canine
queen than the rest of the campus.
Garbo the silent broke her long
reserve Monday. It was in an off
guard moment while being footprinted in the law school smoking
room yesterday afternoon. Garbo,
of course, is always a lady and
would be the last to tell anything
she might have picked up while
making rounds of the sororities;
but she did have something to say
about Barristers’ ball.
“Am I going to the ball? Do you
Ethel Riordan, secretary of the
think I’d miss a chance to watch
these jaw-breakers perform in Community Chest, will speak on
“Phases of Social Case Work” at
tuxedos? Not me!”
“But the tickets are limited to the first winter quarter meeting
150 and practically already sold.”
“Nevertheless,” came back the
queen in her usual gracious man MONTANA TEACHERS
Enroll Immediately for 1938
ner, “but if Cregg Coughlin doesn’t
23 Years Superior Placement
let me in he won’t have any seat
Service. Member N.A.T.A.
in those borrowed pants.”
Huff Teachers Agency
“I intend to be strictly formal
Just Off the Campus
for a party that gets Maurice MacUniversity Avenue and Helen
Cormick shaved and into a tie and
shirt. I’ll wear a ribbon.”
With a polite smile and a mur
mur about some engagement with
The
a bone, Garbo closed the interview,
First National Bank
SEYLER CENTER
THOMSON FORWARD leaving the reporter certain of
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
most of the vital aspects of Bar
NATIONAL BANK IN
risters’ ball except whether or not
Captain Cat Thomson and Jim Seyler, who left yesterday with ten to finish his story with an “Adv.”.
MONTANA
other tossers for conference clashes with Oregon and Oregon State.

Social Work Club
To Hear Riordan

ELECTION ENDS TODAY
FOR WAA TREASURER
Polls are bpen until 5 o’clock
today in the special WAA election
for treasurer between Caryl Jones,
Billings, and Mary Leichner, Mis
soula. Anyone who has earned
one or more points in WAA sports
competition is eligible to vote.
CLARK WILL SPEAK
The Philosophical society will
meet at 7:30 o’clock Wednesday
night in the Eloise Knowles room.
W. P. Clark, professor of classical
languages, will open the discussion
which will be a continuation of the
last meeting’s talk on “The Mean
ing of Meaning.” The meeting is
open to the public.

night at 7:30 o'clock.
The club was organized last
quarter. This quarter, meetings
will be on alternate Wednesdays
with Campus Congress. The club
will deal with various phases of
social work.

WINDOW
VENTILATORS
Keep your window open Jceep
Keep your window open, keep

Barthel Hardware
Patronise Kaimin Advertisers

TYPEW RITERS
Sold — Rented — Repaired
CONVENIENT TERMS

Lister Typewriter Service
No. 21 Hammond Arcade

Phone 2457

TUXEDOS
For the Formal Season . . .
Double Breasted
Midnite Blue __

$25
$30

Full Drape
Double Breasted
— Also —

Arrow Shirts and a Complete Line of
Formal Accessories

RENT SERVICE

THE SPORT SHOP

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Borg Jewelry and
Optical Co.
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted

Dr. E. L. Williams
Chiropractor
Foot Ailments
Masonic Temple — Phone 3735

Dr. W. H. Pardis
Chiropractor
Equipped with X-ray and
Neurocalometer
HAMMOND ARCADE

Dr. A. G. Whaley

C A S A LO M A

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phona 4104

Opposite Airport

OPEN EVERY NIGHT

Dr. Florence Spon

Ravioli and Fried Chicken
Dinners

Chiropractor
Palmer System — Phone 3562
Neurocalometer Service

Dr. A. E. Ostroot
I t’8 Better Dry Cleaning
Dial 3151

Florence Laundry Co.

Optometrist
Comfortable and Efficient
Vision
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

IN THE WINTER A CAR IS
APPRECIATED IF IT RUNS—

h

f

w

| D O

A change to lighter oil will undoubtedly improve the running '
of your car.

0 . J. M ueller C o.

very cigarette
features something. . .
Chesterfield features the one
thing that really counts. . . plea•
sure. It all comes down to this:
Chesterfields are made of mild
ripe tobaccos. . . rolled in pure
cigarette paper.. . the best that
money can buy.

Of All -

Hart

Shaft net

& Marx

SUITS—TOPCOATS
OVERCOATS
From 25$ to 50$ Reductions

That’s why Chesterfield’s
milder better taste will
give you more pleasure.

Alterations
Extra
A n d r e K o stela n etz

Geo. T. Howard

P aul W

h item a n

D eems T aylor

THE STORE FOR MEN

P aul D ouglas

Coprritlx 153S, Licarrr AH rm Towcco Co.

